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1. How does DM deposit its energy into the IGM?

• MEDEA, past achievements, improvements, prospects 

• Future work and conclusions

2. How does DM affect the high-z IGM?

• HI 21 cm line, CMB

• DM trace on the high-z HI 21 cm background

3. How do overdensities enhance the 21 cm signal?

Outline:



1. How does DM deposit its energy into the IGM?

a keV electron



• Complex issue, interest in a precise calculation

• Monte Carlo code to follow in detail the secondary processes 

arising from an energetic primary electron or photon; 1000 

realizations.

• Previous results by Shull 1979, Shull & van Steenberg 1985 (S79 

and SVS85 )

Secondary energy cascade
- I

Improvements

• More precise cross sections now available

• Important processes need to be included

• Following individual photons is essential



Secondary energy cascade - II

Assumption: the keV photon ionizes an atom                 primary electron

Once the primary electron is injected into the IGM the code calculates the 

cross sections relative to a list of possible processes: 

(I) H, He, HeI ionization                 two electrons

followed separately as they interact further with the gas.

Assumption: electrons with energy T < 10.2 eV are deposited as heat. 

Requires assumption that TK < 104 K or electrons with T < 1 eV could 

even cool the gas.



Secondary energy cascade -
III

Ensemble of  secondary photons: 

(i) have hn < 10.2 eV and 

escape freely in the IGM

(ii) interact further with the gas

SVS85 derive the amount of energy which is deposited in excitations 

but does not give details about the individual photons.

We precisely estimate the amount of energy going into Lyα photons.

(i)  Lyα photons affect 21 cm signal by WF effect.

(ii) Lyα photons by scattering resonantly off HI           

cool or heat the gas, depending on whether they enter    

the resonance from its red (injected) or blue wing 

(continuum) respectively

(II) 

(III)

(IV)

(V)

H, He excitation

Collisions with thermal electrons                                           

Free-free interactions ionized atoms                                     

Recombinations 



Secondary energy cascade -
IV

Additional feature of our model with respect to SVS85: inclusion of 

two-photon forbidden transition 2s → 1s

• direct: collisional excitation cross section to the 2s level

• indirect: collisional excitation to a level n ≥ 3 can results in a 

cascade through the 2s level rather than through 2p - most probable

decay channel (Hirata 2005, Chuzhoy & Shapiro 2007) 

Emission of two photons below the Lyα energy that do not further 

interact with the gas.

• We separate injected Lyα photons from those with lower energy.

• The calculations include processes that can produce continuum 

photons, such as recombinations and Bremsstrahlung free-free 

interactions of electrons with ionized atoms           negligible.



ionizations

“injected” Lya

heating

“lost” excitations

Results - I

Valdés & Ferrara 2008



Differences substantial, e.g. fi > fi
* by a factor ~ 2 for xe = 0.2

Results - II

Valdés & Ferrara 2008



1. How does DM deposit its energy into the IGM?

a TeV electron



MEDEA - Monte Carlo 
Energy DEposition Analysis

MEDEA - Monte Carlo Energy DEposition Analysis: repeated random sampling 

of the relevant physical quantities and processes, i.e. cross-sections and 

interaction probabilities to follow the evolution of a relativistic electron up to 1 

TeV (previous works did up to 10 keV – Shull 1979, Valdés & Ferrara 2008, Furlanetto 2010)



Particle energy cascade in the intergalactic medium 

Valdés & Ferrara, 2008 Valdés, Evoli C. & Ferrara A., 2009

Thresholds:

* 10.2 eV and 10keV for photons

* 10.2 eV for electrons – heat the gas

Ein ~ keV electron : case I Ein ~ TeV electron : case II



ionizations

“injected” Lya

heating

“lost” excitations

• 10 keV case as in VF08 vs Ein = 1 MeV

• Calculation for 9 different choices of xe

• fc is increased in the 1 MeV plot… why? IC is already dominant, but 

upscattered photon energy is 0.00259 eV ≤ hn ≤ 0.0905 eV!

• IC virtually independent from xe ~ fc increased by constant ~ 0.12 step

Ein = 1 MeV, z = 10Ein = 10 keV

MEDEA results - I



10 MeV

* very high fc ~ 0.8

* IC max energy ~ 5 eV 

* fa > fi some IC ~ 10.2 eV - 13.6 eV

100 MeV

* like 10 keV case: IC  > 13.6 eV

1GeV

* IC > 10 keV, less scatters

* fHE appears, and strong ~ 0.6

1 TeV 

* fHE ~ 0.99

* still 100 MeV into IGM

Ein = 10 MeV Ein = 100 MeV

Ein = 1 GeV Ein = 1 TeV

CMB photons

hn > 10 keV

“injected” Lya

ionizations

heatinghn < 10.2 eV

MEDEA results - II



Results- table example

http://www.arcetri.astro.it/twiki/bin/view/DAVID/MedeaCode


• fh heating grows with xe

• fi , fa , fh present a “double peak”, 

with very low values for 10 MeV…     

fc absorbs ~ 80% of the energy!

• fHE, fc independent from xe vary slow 

with z

• fHE dominant over 1 GeV

MEDEA results 
summary

High energy photons 

hn > 10 keV

Lya photons

Ionizations

Low energy photons 

hn < 10.2 eV

Heat

Energy depositions isocontours



1. How does DM deposit its energy into the IGM?



* Problem is tricky, tackled by several authors in literature.

* If we want to consider the effects from decaying/annihilating 
particles it is crucial to calculate precisely their interaction with 
the IGM by a Monte Carlo calculation that includes all the 
relevant processes.

* Many applications since Active Galactic Nuclei, Stellar flares, 
Gamma Ray Bursts, Pulsar Wind Nebulae, Supernova Remnants, 
Intracluster radio relics (etc…) house shock accelerated electrons

DM energy deposition



The energy spectrum from DM annihilations ( Evoli, Valdes, Ferrara, Yoshida 2011 in prep )

MEDEA2 is an extension of the code to follow

a distribution of electrons, positrons and photons

rather than a single primary electron more 

applications. 

Additional processes implemented in the code: 

*Compton

*Pair production on atoms

*Positron-electron annihilations



MEDEA2 - new physical 
processes

Positrons behave like electrons but annihilate

Photons instead… 

Zdziarski & Svensson 1989



MEDEA2 - new physical 
processes

e = E/(mec
2)



MEDEA2 - new physical 
processes

*Positron-electron annihilations

*Compton, E is photon energy

X-ray photon energy loss



IC

Primary positron e+ ~ 10GeV

CMB photon

High energy photon (hn > 10keV)

e+ ~ keV

CMB photon

hn ~ keV

Heat

IC

annihilation

HE g (hn > 

10keV)

Primary positron : case III



Energetic primary 

photon at z > 200

Compton

CMB photon

IC

Energetic primary 

photon at z > 200

Primary energetic photon : cases IV-V

Pair production on atom



A number of recent observations has put stringent contrains on the nature of DM:

•Pamela showed an excess of positrons over the expected background generated by 

interactions between cosmic-ray nuclei and interstellar matter in the energy range 

between 10 and 100 GeV. 

•ATIC reported a sharp excess in the electron-positron flux at 300 - 800 GeV.

•The later observations by Fermi-LAT, however, changed the scenario again, not 

confirming the previous measures but finding a spectrum significantly harder than 

previously believed. 

•A DM particle with mass 100 GeV < mDM < 2 TeV that decays or annihilates 

dominantly in leptonic channels can still explain the positron excess observed by 

PAMELA and the energy spectrum measured by Fermi-LAT.

Annihilating DM candidates -
I



* The distribution of photons, electrons and positrons generated by a DM pair 

annihilation event depends on the annihilation channel, cross section and on the 

particle mass.

•We study three DM candidates following Linden et al. (2010)

- (i) a 40 GeV bino-like neutralino with a soft energy injection spectrum; 

- (ii) a heavy 1.5 TeV DM candidate that annihilates into muons and gives a

hard energy spectrum in agreement with Pamela and Fermi-LAT; 

- (iii) an intermediate mass 200 GeV wino-like neutralino with a pair-

annihilation into W+W- pairs.

* To do so we couple our code MEDEA2 to DarkSusy which gives the input spectral 

energy distribution of eletrons positrons and photons for the DM candidates of choice

Annihilating DM candidates -
II



Dark Susy



* DarkSusy generated spectral energy distributions for electrons/positrons (left panel) and 

photons (right panel). We use these distributions as input for MEDEA2

Input spectra

Evoli, Valdés, Ferrara, Yoshida 2011 in prep.



Mean free paths

Evoli, Valdés, Ferrara, Yoshida 2011 in prep.



Electrons/positrons

Evoli, Valdés, Ferrara, Yoshida 2011 in prep.



The DM energy 
depositions

Evoli, Valdés, Ferrara, Yoshida 2011 in prep.

40 GeV 

200 GeV

1.5 TeV



The fitting functions

Evoli, Valdés, Ferrara, Yoshida 2011 in prep.



Some comparisons and 
questions

Slatyer 2009

Discrepancy due to different treatment



2. How does DM affect the high-z IGM?



Sequence of Events

• At z ~ 1100 the Universe          

cools down to 3300K .      

Hydrogen becomes neutral 

(“Recombination”)

• “Dark Ages”

• At z ~ 30 the first “PopIII”

stars form

• At 6 < z < 20 galaxies   

gradually photo-ionize the 

hydrogen in the IGM

• “Reionization” is complete  

by z ~ 6-10



Dark
Ages

DM decays/annihilations



• Visualization of the two energy states of the ground level of 

neutral hydrogen, in which the electron has its spin either 

parallel or anti-parallel to that of the proton.

• The parallel state has an energy higher by ~ 5.9 × 10−6 eV, so 

a transition to the anti-parallel state results in the emission of a 

HI 21 cm photon

n0 = 1420.405751 MHz

A10 = 2.85 × 10-15 s-1

HI 21 cm hyperfine transition



HI 21 cm tomography: a powerful tool for future observations

Emission/absorption of 21cm photons governed by the HI spin temperature Ts

CMB radiation forces   Ts ~ TCMB on a short timescale (~ 104 yr). 

HI will not emit nor absorb

Two mechanisms can decouple Ts from TCMB :

• Collisions  (effective at z > 70 due to the higher mean gas density)

• Scattering by Lya photons , Wouthuysen-Field (WF) process

HI 21 cm line



HI 21 cm line – WF 
process

F = total angular 
momentum of the atom 

DF = 0, ±1 ¥ 0 → 0 
(electric dipole selection 
rules) 

An H atom in the singlet 
ground level that 
absorbs a Lyα photon 
and jumps to the 2p 
state is allowed to re-
emit the Lyα photon and 
end up in the triplet 
ground level



• A10 : spontaneous decay rate of the hyperfine

transition of hydrogen

• P10 : indirect de-excitation rate of the triplet via absorption

of a Lya photon = 4/27 the rate at which Lya photons

are scattered by HI

• C10 : collisional de-excitation rate

HI 21 cm line – dTb

Once Ts has been determined we can obtain the 21 cm radiation intensity

which can be expressed by the differential brightness temperature between a 

neutral hydrogen patch and the CMB:



Requirements for succesful high-z HI 21 cm detection:

1. A low frequency interferometer  (n ~ 10 – 240 MHz )

2. An exceptional sensitivity (dTb ~ mK on arcmin scales )

3. Big part of the effective aperture has to be on “short” distances (~ Km)

21CMA, GMRT, LOFAR, MWA, SKA

Technical challenges:

1. Radio interference (VHF band is “crowded”)

2. High dinamic range (removal of brightest sources)

3. Foregrounds

4. Ionosphere variations

5. Enormous data flows (25 Tb/s)



LOFAR Radio Telescope

25% of antennas in central core

X



• The predicted 21cm absorption feature at the redshift window 
at 20 < z < 300 could be modified by decaying/annihilating DM

• Both Ts and Tk track TCMB down to z ~ 300

• Collisions are efficient at coupling Ts and Tk down to z ~ 70

• At z < 70 radiative coupling to the CMB becomes dominant and 

Ts tracks TCMB

“Standard” TS history



The rate of energy transfer per baryon to the IGM is:

The decrease rate of the number of DM particles per baryon for 

decays and annihilations is:

DM energy input

We assume, for LDM and sterile neutrinos respectively:



IGM evolution

ionization

gas temperature

Lya

DM decays/annihilations affect the thermal and ionization history of the IGM  

• Solve diff. eqs. describing redshift evolution of  xe , Tk , Ja

• Compute new values of dTb

TS dTb



LDM

* LDM particles are all those with mass between 1-100 MeV. Can 
decay or annihilate, producing photons, neutrinos and pairs. 

* Observations constrain mass to be < 20 MeV.

* We consider 10 MeV LDM particles (most efficient heating/ 
ionization).

DM candidates - Iight

Sterile neutrinos

* Warm dark matter candidate, can decay into an active neutrino  
and a photon. 

* Mass and lifetime can be constrained by X-ray observations of 
galaxy clusters, galaxies, background.

* We consider 25 keV neutrinos (maximal contribution to heating/  
ionization).



Results : spin 
temperature

TK

TCMB

TS

Sterile neutrinos                        LDM decays                      LDM annihilations

• WDM: effect very modest in comparison with “standard” case, Ts -TCMB 

remains extremely small

• LDMD: Tk decouples from standard behavior already at z ~ 50, rising sharply 

below  z ~ 25; Ts < TCMB for a much longer redshift interval  extended 

frequency range to observe IGM in absorption (fabs larger of a factor 10 with 

respect to sterile neutrinos down to z = 30)

• LDMA: Tk deviates from “standard” evolution already at z ~ 200;  

annihilation process depends on the square of the DM density                          

 effect vanishes at lower z



21 cm background imprint from DM 

1. Sterile neutrinos: at 30 < z < 300 the HI 

21 cm background signal only slightly 

modified: max difference ~ 2mK at z ~

10-40. 

2. Decaying LDM: larger deviation. Max 

difference ~ -(5-8) mK at    z ~ 20-40. 

LOFAR, SKA should observe the signal.

3. Annihilating LDM: give largest deviations 

in the entire range     z ~ 40-200. dTb is 

forced to values > -20mK.

LDMALDMD

Standard, WDM

Valdés et al. 2007

• Challenge: foreground removal. 

• Exploit 21cm background spectral features to 

separate signal from foregrounds.



How to discriminate among DM 

candidates?

Observations need to distinguish with 

respect to the standard scenario:

* difference in brightness temperature 

* difference in its gradient 

1. Sterile neutrinos: the points lie 

within the shaded area  hard to 

detect.

2. Decaying LDM: ideal frequencies 

to study are 40-80 MHz where 

DdTb ~ 4 mK and 80-90 MHz 

where DdTb / Dn ~ 0.6 

mK/MHz.

3. Annihilating LDM: best 

frequencies 10-30 MHz where 

DdTb ~ 6 mK (peak of 20 mK).

Future Observations

WDM

LDMD

LDMA

Valdés et al. 2007



• Those that we studied with MEDEA2!

- (i) a 40 GeV bino-like neutralino with a soft energy injection spectrum; 

- (ii) a heavy 1.5 TeV DM candidate that annihilates into muons and gives a

hard energy spectrum in agreement with Pamela and Fermi-LAT; 

- (iii) an intermediate mass 200 GeV wino-like neutralino with a pair-

annihilation into W+W- pairs.

* Coupling MEDEA2 to DarkSusy gives us the precise energy depositions

DM candidates - heavy



IGM evolution

Valdés, Evoli, Ferrara, Yoshida 2011 in prep.

40 GeV case, f = 1, f = 10

1.5 TeV case, f = 1

CosmoRec



CMB constrains

Valdés, Evoli, Ferrara, Yoshida 2011 in prep.

TT

CAMB + CosmoRec: 

Temperature-temperature (top 

panel) and temperature-

polarization (bottom panel) 

power spectra.

DM suppression of the 

spectrum is lower than 

previously found.

Will Planck observe the signal?

40 GeV 1.5 TeV

TT

TE

TE



HI 21 cm constrains

Valdés, Evoli, Ferrara, Yoshida 2011 in prep.

LOFAR, SKA may detect the signal



Preliminary heavy DM results

- Energy absorbed by IGM *smaller* than previously thought

- Constrains to be recalculated

- CMB power spectra in particular are less suppressed

- Heavier candidates don’t affect thermal IGM history  X and Gamma ray constrains

- GeV scale particles can be detected by 21cm observations



3. How do overdensities enhance the 21 cm signal?



Enhanced effects by clumping

* Clumping can enhance the effects of DM decays/annihilations 
on the IGM. 

* To calculate properly the differences with respect to a 
homogeneous sky-averaged signal, a cosmological simulation is 
the natural tool.

* We start our study with the least promising candidate on a “HI 
21 cm point of view”, sterile neutrinos of mass 5 keV as recently 
favoured by observational constrains. 



Simulations: DM physics

ionization

gas temperature

Lya

Do we have to solve a system of DE for every simulated cell??? 

Not if the timescale associated to DM heating TDM << Thubble

 steady state solution an excellent approximation

0

0

0



Inhomogeneous case: gas properties

dTb

(mK)

Grid cells dTb
* (mK)

z = 20

* Lya pumping is enhanced in the overdensities, resulting in 
better coupling of TS to TK. 

* The energy absorbed fraction is higher in the overdensities. We 
assume fabs = 0.2.

GADGET simulation 

7683 particles, 5123 grid

Box size= 10 h-1 cMpc

Particle mass = 1.4 × 105 M




Inhomogeneous case: 21 cm maps

WDMStandard

z = 40: WDM turns 

the pure absorption 

scenario to a partial 

emission one.

z =30: the right panel 

presents an average 

emission of ~ 5 mK

z = 20: global step of  

~ 10 mK: observable? 

Differential brightness temperature, dTb [mK]

Valdés, Yoshida, Shimizu, Ferrara 2011 in prep.

Calculation for 

heavier annihilating 

DM candidates to 

follow soon, now 

that we have 

MEDEA2 energy 

depositions



Conclusions

• To observationally constrain DM you need the energy depositions

MEDEA2 is a powerfull tool for DM studies

• Decaying/annihilating DM can affect the properties of high-z IGM

21cm observations: a clean test of DM nature

constrains from CMB seem hard given our low fi

• Including structure formation enhances the DM effects

NEXT:  Study more DM candidates via MEDEA2

 Gamma and X-ray constrains TBD soon

 Simulations with effects on structure formation

 Dark Stars


